DILLON’S RULE, HOME RULE, AND PREEMPTION

Local communities are central to achieving effective, equitable public health outcomes. Policies informing the best practices in tobacco control today are products of imagination, experimentation, and innovation at the local level.

When a community is considering adopting a public health policy, the threshold legal question to ask is whether it has the authority to adopt the particular policy. Determining a local government’s power to adopt a public health policy can be a complex legal subject that involves interpretation of constitutional provisions, statutes, and court decisions.¹ The purpose of this publication is to lay out the legal landscape of local government authority and to address legal factors policy makers should consider when contemplating adopting public health measures. Additionally, because local governmental authority has a great bearing on how courts interpret state preemption of local laws, this publication also explores how different types of authority at the local level — Dillon’s Rule and home rule — affect the judicial interpretation of preemption statutes, using examples from recent cases. This publication should be read along with the Public Health Law Center’s other resources on the preemption doctrine.²

Localities as Laboratories of Innovative Public Health Policies

Effective and successfully implemented local public policies are often adopted by other localities, as well as governments at higher levels. The current momentum towards sales
restrictions of flavored tobacco products can be largely attributed to the work done in Providence, Rhode Island; New York City, New York; and Chicago, Illinois — the first local jurisdictions to restrict the sale of different flavored tobacco products following the enactment of the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act in 2009. The success of those cities in adopting and defending these policies against legal challenges provided a blueprint for other U.S. jurisdictions to adopt even more robust flavored tobacco sales restrictions. Recently, for example, Massachusetts became the first state to restrict the sale of all flavored tobacco products, including menthol.

**Local Governments and Health Justice**

Local governments play an essential role in minimizing health disparities and ensuring equitable distribution of health outcomes. Given the different demographics, values, experiences, and other characteristics of communities throughout the U.S., it is impossible for the national or state governments to adopt laws and policies that satisfactorily and equitably address each community’s needs. Therefore, local governments need the authority to set their own public health agendas and pursue priorities tailored to their community’s unique requirements. By their nature, local governments are generally closer to their constituents, and thus more accessible, than the state and federal governments. This accessibility tends to engender an inclusive political process, which, in turn, ensures local self-government and political accountability. Meaningful, authentic community engagement and involvement in formulating public health policies through local democratic processes fosters health equity because it empowers communities to set their own public health agendas and priorities. Thus, maintaining authority at the local level is not only essential to achieving substantive public health outcomes, but it also enables equal participation of all stakeholders in the decision-making process.

**Nature of Governmental Power at the Local Level**

A locality’s ability to adopt particular policies depends on the nature and scope of its authority. The authority that governments exercise to protect public health, safety, and welfare is generally referred to as police power. In the U.S., police power is inherent in the sovereignty of state governments. Unlike state governments, local governments do not have sovereign authority and can only exercise those police powers delegated to them by their state governments. The nature and scope of local governmental authority varies widely. While some states grant their localities extensive, autonomous powers to undertake a wide range of public health initiatives, other states severely restrict local authority, and localities in those states can only do what their state governments specifically authorize.
Police Powers Generally

Local governments, such as counties, cities, and townships, are administrative subdivisions of the state and subject to state control. Localities only possess those governmental powers that the states may delegate to them. Accordingly, before local governments can adopt public health policies, they need to look to state law to determine whether they have the authority to do so. Although the nature and extent of local authority varies considerably, local governmental authority generally falls in two general categories: Dillon’s Rule and home rule. While Dillon’s Rule jurisdictions typically enjoy a narrow set of powers, home rule localities are relatively autonomous and their powers tend to be broadly interpreted.

Local Authority in Dillon’s Rule Jurisdictions

Generally, local governments are considered creatures of state law with limited authority. The inherently limited nature of local governmental authority is reflected in a legal doctrine typically referred to as Dillon’s Rule. The doctrine derives its name from Judge John F. Dillon, an Iowa Supreme Court judge and influential legal scholar, who argued that because
local governments were administrative agencies of the state, they had limited authority to make laws and could only exercise those powers specifically granted by state law.\textsuperscript{14} Accordingly, local governments could only exercise (i) powers expressly granted by state law; (ii) powers necessarily implied in or incident to the powers expressly granted; and (iii) powers absolutely essential to the declared objects and purpose of the local government. Additionally, under Dillon’s Rule, there is a presumption against the existence of local governmental power such that if there is a doubt as to whether a locality is authorized to exercise a particular power, the doubt is resolved against the exercise of that power.\textsuperscript{15} Because Dillon’s Rule jurisdictions are not autonomous, their ability to adopt public health policies is limited to a narrow range of subjects.\textsuperscript{16}

In Dillon’s Rule jurisdictions, if the state does not delegate to a local government the authority to adopt a particular policy, a locality’s adoption of that policy is void.\textsuperscript{17} In Vermont, for example, Dillon’s Rule was used to invalidate a public health ordinance aimed at protecting a city’s source of drinking water.\textsuperscript{18} The City of Montpelier in Vermont has one source of drinking water, Berlin Pond. To protect this source of water from pollution, the city adopted an ordinance restricting human recreational activity — boating, fishing, and swimming — on the pond. A local sporting goods business challenged the city ordinance, arguing that under Dillon’s Rule, the State of Vermont had the exclusive authority to regulate activity on the pond. The Vermont Supreme Court agreed with the sporting goods business. The court found that Berlin Pond was a public water body, and only the state had authority over it. Because the state had not delegated authority over the pond to the city, in accordance with Dillon’s Rule, the public health ordinance protecting the city’s sole drinking water was invalid.

As this Vermont case illustrates, without a clear grant of authority from the state, Dillon’s Rule localities lack the power to initiate policy to protect public health. Thus, due to Dillon’s Rule rigidity, some localities may hesitate to adopt measures addressing the negative health effects of tobacco. Accordingly, under Dillon’s rule, a Vermont locality would likely be unable to adopt an ordinance restricting the sale of flavored tobacco products because state law does not grant such authority to local governments.\textsuperscript{19} Additionally, because it is at times unclear whether a local policy would fall into a specific grant of authority, Dillon’s Rule localities are often hesitant to adopt public health policies, given the risk of legal challenges.\textsuperscript{20} This is especially so because a doubt as to whether a Dillon’s Rule locality has power to act is resolved against the locality and the power is denied.
Simply because a locality is a Dillon’s Rule jurisdiction, however, does not necessarily mean that it lacks the power to address local public health issues. As noted above, a locality’s power to undertake a particular policy has to be traced back to the state and, in some instances, states do grant their localities the authority to address a variety of public health issues. In fact, in addition to granting their localities a wide range of enumerated, specific powers, some Dillon’s Rule states have given their localities general police power, which those localities may use to adopt public health measures, including those addressing the tobacco epidemic.21

For example, although Virginia is considered a Dillon’s Rule jurisdiction,22 the state legislature has granted its municipalities general police powers through which communities can adopt policies to protect public safety.23 Moreover, even though Virginia law enumerates specific powers for municipalities,24 the enumeration is not a limitation on municipal powers. The enumerated powers are an addition to the general police power.25 Under this grant of authority, Virginia municipalities may adopt a wide range of measures to protect their communities from the public health effects of tobacco. The Virginia Supreme Court has validated the exercise of this general police power to adopt a smoke-free ordinance.26 Thus, although Dillon’s Rule jurisdictions typically have limited power, policymakers should carefully examine their state laws to determine the scope of authority their localities wield.

Local Authority in Home Rule Jurisdictions

Due to the limitations of Dillon Rule’s restrictive view of local authority, many states have amended their constitutions and adopted legislation to grant their local governments home rule authority.27 Today, at least 47 states have adopted some form of home rule for their localities.28 Essentially, home rule decentralizes state governmental power to the local level and limits state interference in local matters.29 Home rule authority gives localities the broadest powers of self-government or autonomy possible so that localities may adopt initiatives without looking to state law for specific authorization.30 Additionally, home rule authority reverses the Dillon’s Rule presumption against the existence of power at the local level. Under the home rule doctrine, any doubt regarding authority at the local level is resolved in favor of the existence of that authority.31 As with Dillon’s Rule, home rule authority varies among states, and state law defines the nature and scope of a locality’s authority under this rule.32

The following cases illustrate how home rule authority enables localities to take the initiative to address public health measures tailored to their needs. In addition, the knowledge that courts will not invalidate local regulation of particular subjects unless the legislature has clearly preempted such local regulation guards against the chilling effects of preemption-based litigation threats.
Tobacco 21 Ordinance Lawful Exercise of Home Rule Authority

Topeka, Kansas

Home rule localities have broad powers to protect public health. When a duly adopted local law is challenged in court, one of the main ways the law can be invalidated is by showing that the state has clearly prohibited the exercise of local power. As one court has noted, “if the Legislature decides to preempt a subject matter normally within a home-rule city’s broad powers, it must do so with unmistakable clarity.” Home rule authority is a major defense against preemption. In *Dwagys Mfg., Inc. v. City of Topeka*, for example, the Kansas Supreme Court recently used the home rule doctrine to uphold a Topeka ordinance that raised the tobacco minimum legal sales age (MLSA) from 18 to 21 years. In 2017, following Topeka’s adoption of an ordinance raising the MLSA from 18 to 21, a tobacco retailer challenged the ordinance, arguing that it was invalid because raising the MLSA to 21 conflicted with state law, which set the MLSA at 18. The retailer also argued that the state legislature had preempted the field of tobacco sale regulation by enacting the Kansas Cigarette and Tobacco Product Act, which regulated the sale of tobacco at the state level.

The Kansas Supreme Court rejected these arguments and noted that the home rule amendment to the Kansas Constitution empowered local governments to determine their local affairs by ordinance. The court noted that a locality’s exercise of its home rule authority cannot be invalidated without a clear legislative intent to preempt the regulated subject. Since Kansas state law regulating the sale of tobacco products did not expressly preempt further local regulation of tobacco products, the court upheld the Topeka MLSA ordinance as a valid exercise of police power under its home rule authority.
Smoke-Free Ordinance Lawful under Home Rule Doctrine

Houston, Texas

Home rule authority makes it clear that local power to adopt public health measures cannot be displaced by simply pointing to a state law that addresses the same issue or regulating the same subject. For example, in 2007, when the City of Houston adopted a smoke-free ordinance restricting smoking in public places, including bars, restaurants, and places of employment, an association of bar owners challenged the ordinance, arguing that it was preempted by state law.36 The association’s argument was based on the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code (the Code), which was the exclusive law regulating the manufacture, sale, distribution, transportation, and possession of alcoholic beverages. Specifically, the Code provided:

Except as is expressly authorized by this code, a regulation, charter, or ordinance promulgated by a governmental entity of this state may not impose stricter standards on businesses required to have a license or permit under this code than are imposed on similar premises or businesses that are not required to have such a license or permit.37
The association argued this language preempted local laws regulating premises and business licensed under the Code, and therefore the city could not prohibit smoking within those businesses and premises. The court disagreed with the association and harmonized the Code with Houston’s exercise of its home rule authority. The court noted that simply because the legislature had enacted a law addressing a subject did not mean that the subject matter was completely preempted.\(^38\) Regulating smoking was within Houston’s home rule authority, and nothing in the Code preempted local regulation of smoking. The court further noted that for the state legislature “to preempt a subject matter normally within a home-rule city’s broad powers, it must do so with unmistakable clarity.” Since the Code did not mention tobacco or smoking, Houston’s smoke-free ordinance was not preempted with unmistakable clarity.

### Preemption in Home Rule Jurisdictions

Home rule authority does not insulate local governments from state oversight. In fact, states can limit or override local laws through preemption — a legal doctrine that the tobacco industry has used as a deregulatory tool against local public health initiatives.\(^39\) The past few decades have seen “an unprecedented effort to roll back home rule and the policymaking role of local governments”\(^40\) through preemption.

Preemption is a legal doctrine through which a higher government limits the authority of a lower government.\(^41\) The preemption doctrine is founded in the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution, which elevates federal law over state law and displaces state laws that are in conflict with federal law. Similar to the federal-state hierarchical structure, because local governments are subordinate to state governments, state laws supersede local laws if the two conflict, and state legislatures may limit or eliminate local authority.

State legislative control of local governments is typically noted in state laws granting home rule authority.\(^42\) Accordingly, prior to adopting public health measures, local jurisdictions should carefully examine their state laws to determine whether there are limitations to their home rule authority. This authority can be limited in different ways. While in most cases state legislatures expressly preempt local authority when they regulate certain subjects, in other cases, preemption may only be established through litigation. Because there is a presumption against preemption in home rule jurisdictions, courts do not typically find local laws preempted unless there is clear legislative intent to do so. In other words, the state must expressly preempt local authority. Recently, however, an alarming number of judicial decisions have found the exercise of home rule authority implicitly preempted or otherwise limited by unclear state laws.
Preemption of Home Rule Ordinance Taxing Tobacco Products

Chicago, Illinois

In *Iwan Ries & Co. v. City of Chicago*, the Illinois Supreme Court found that state law preempted Chicago’s tax on tobacco products. In 2016, Chicago adopted an ordinance imposing a tax on non-cigarette tobacco products, also known as an OTP (or “other tobacco products”) tax. The tobacco industry challenged the OTP tax, arguing that state law limited Chicago’s authority to adopt that tax.
By way of background, in 1988, the Illinois legislature amended the Illinois Municipal Code and expressly prohibited home rule localities from taxing “the use, sale or purchase of tangible personal property.” The legislature, however, exempted local taxes on cigarettes or tobacco products from this prohibition. In other words, although Illinois state law prohibited localities from imposing certain taxes, that prohibition did not apply to the taxation of cigarettes or tobacco products. Later in 1993, the legislature again amended the Municipal Code and further limited local taxation of tobacco products. Under the 1993 amendment, which is still the law today, Illinois municipalities may impose a tax on cigarettes or tobacco products only if they had imposed “such a tax” before July 1, 1993.

Prior to July 1, 1993, Chicago taxed only cigarettes — it did not tax other tobacco products (OTPs). Chicago sought to tax OTPs for the first time in 2016. The question in the Iwan Ries case therefore was whether Chicago could permissibly tax OTPs. The city argued that because it had taxed cigarettes before July 1, 1993, it was not preempted from taxing OTPs since it had imposed “such a tax” on cigarettes. The court, however, rejected this argument and found that state law expressly preempted the tax on OTPs, and that Chicago could only tax OTPs if the tax had been in place before July 1, 1993. Consequently, the court ruled that the Illinois Municipal Code expressly preempted any municipal tax on OTPs unless the OTP tax had been imposed before July 1, 1993. That Chicago taxed cigarettes — a category of tobacco products — was not sufficient to permit taxes on OTPs.

Although the Illinois legislature did not clearly indicate the intent to preempt future taxes on OTPs after July 1, 1993, the Illinois Supreme Court interpreted Chicago’s home rule authority narrowly and found that state law preempted the OTP tax. This case illustrates how local tobacco control efforts in home rule jurisdictions can be thwarted by ambiguous preemption statutes and narrow judicial interpretations of home rule authority.

### Preemption of Home Rule Tobacco 21 Ordinance

**Genesee County, Michigan**

Even in cases when the scope of a state preemption statute is not clear, some courts have taken a restrictive view of home rule authority and found local tobacco control laws preempted. A recent decision by the Michigan Court of Appeals in *RPF Oil Co. v. Genesee County* is one example. In 2017, exercising its home rule authority, Genesee County adopted an ordinance raising the MLSA from 18 to 21 years, becoming the first county in Michigan to raise the MLSA to 21 years. RPF Oil Company, a tobacco retailer, sued on the ground that the Michigan Age of Majority Act preempted the ordinance. Under the Act, “a person who is at least 18 years of age...
... is an adult of legal age ... and shall have the same duties, liabilities, responsibilities, rights, and legal capacity as persons heretofore acquired at 21 years of age."46 The court agreed with the retailer and invalidated the Genesee County ordinance.

Although the court acknowledged that “Michigan is strongly committed to the concept of home rule,” the court concluded that the Age of Majority Act preempted the ordinance raising the MLSA to 21 years. According to the court, by raising the MLSA to 21 years, the ordinance “prohibit[ed] what Michigan law permits by diminishing the rights and privileges granted by state law to persons who have reached the age of majority.”47 The court found that the Age of Majority Act prohibited age-based distinctions between persons who are above 18 years of age, and raising the MLSA to 21 was the kind of age-based distinction the law prohibited.

Interestingly, the court characterized the use of tobacco products as a “right” under Michigan law, and localities could not permissibly limit the scope of that “right” by making age-based distinctions. As noted above, under the home rule doctrine, there is a presumption against preemption, and courts do not typically find preemption of ordinances enacted by home rule localities unless the state legislature has clearly expressed intent to do so. In this case, however, although the Age of Majority Act did not expressly preempt Michigan
home rule localities from raising the MSLA for tobacco products, the court interpreted the Age of Majority Act broadly and concluded the Genesee County Tobacco 21 ordinance was preempted. This broad judicial interpretation of a preemption statute is inconsistent with the more typical interpretation of local authority in home rule jurisdictions because, as even the court in Genesee County noted, “constitutional and statutory provisions which grant power to municipalities are to be liberally construed.”

Preemption of Flavored Tobacco & Tobacco 21 Ordinance

Barrington, Rhode Island

Even in states where the state legislature has not expressed intent to preempt local regulations, the tobacco industry has often urged courts to interpret state laws regulating tobacco to curtail home rule authority. Pointing to state laws that address tobacco products, the industry claims that tobacco control is a matter of statewide concern. Therefore, the industry argues that because local governments are only authorized to address matters of purely local concern, their regulation of matters of statewide concern is impermissible.

This approach was recently used in Rhode Island to invalidate a local ordinance that regulated the sale of tobacco products in the Town of Barrington. In 2017, exercising its constitutional home rule authority, the Barrington town council adopted an ordinance restricting the sale of flavored tobacco products and raising the MLSA to 21 years. Tobacco retailers challenged the ordinance, arguing that the town council lacked the authority to enact the ordinance under the town’s home rule charter. The challengers argued that because the Rhode Island state legislature had enacted a law relating to the sale of tobacco products, the regulation of tobacco sales was a matter of statewide concern and only the state legislature had the exclusive power to regulate tobacco sales. The court agreed that regulating tobacco sales was a matter of statewide concern in Rhode Island, and a local regulation of such matter had to meet a three-part test. Under the test, a Rhode Island court examining the validity of a local ordinance regulating a matter of statewide concern has to determine:

1. Whether uniform regulation throughout the state is necessary or desirable;
2. Whether a particular matter is traditionally within the historical dominion of one entity; and
3. Whether the action of a municipality has a significant effect upon people outside the home rule town or city.

As to the first variable, the court found that uniform regulation of tobacco throughout the state was desirable (if not necessary) because different regulations by different localities would
create a regulatory patchwork, which would “lead to confusion and decrease compliance with various federal and state regulations.” For the second variable, the court found that the state had traditionally regulated tobacco, including requiring tobacco sellers to be licensed and prohibiting selling of tobacco to underage persons. Finally, as to the third variable, although the court found that effects of the Barrington ordinance on people outside the town were not significant, the court hypothesized that if municipalities across the state were to adopt their own tobacco sales regulations, those regulations “would have some significance.” Consequently, the court ruled that Barrington lacked the authority to regulate tobacco sales under its home rule charter because the regulation of tobacco sales was a matter of statewide concern. This decision has far-reaching consequences, as it essentially means that only the state legislature can regulate tobacco sales, and no locality in Rhode Island has the authority to regulate the sale of tobacco products. The decision puts in jeopardy various progressive local ordinances in Rhode Island that seek to protect communities from the tobacco epidemic.

The K & W Auto decision is an example of a significant judicial departure from the traditional understanding of home rule authority. That a state can limit local police power of home rule locality by simply adopting legislation touching on a public health subject is contrary to the presumption against preemption in home rule jurisdictions and thwarts the role of localities as laboratories of innovative public health policies.

**The Way Forward**

State preemption of local laws goes beyond tobacco control. In the last few years, an unprecedented wave of state preemption laws has curtailed many local initiatives intended to address social determinants of health. Local policies that have been a subject of this new preemption include laws aimed at addressing drivers of health disparities, and have included measures affecting anti-discrimination, minimum wages, firearm safety, fracking, sanctuary cities, and environmental justice. Moreover, this new preemption is being used as a deregulatory tool where state legislatures simply limit public health initiatives at the local level without putting in place meaningful statewide public health protections. Although most states have sought to abandon Dillon’s Rule and adopted home rule for their localities, different interest groups continue to seek ways to limit local authority by supporting sweeping preemption laws and restrictive judicial interpretation of home rule authority.

The recent surge in hyper-preemptive statutes and the increased restrictive judicial interpretation of home rule powers vis-à-vis preemption has caused different organizations and scholars to reexamine the home rule doctrine and develop principles that draw an appropriate balance between states and their local governments. Earlier this year, the National
League of Cities, together with Local Solutions Support Center, released a publication entitled “Principles of Home Rule for the 21st Century.” The publication explores the need to reform the home rule doctrine and provides a robust Model Constitutional Home Rule Article, which states could use to reform home rule provisions that have recently proved unable to protect public health policies at the local level.55
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